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We present anr -adaptive finite element method for solving time dependent partial
differential equations. A moving mesh partial differential equation, or MMPDE,
is used to move the (unstructured) mesh in time. A key to the application of the
MMPDE to unstructured mesh movement is to define a computational domain and
then compute the corresponding computational mesh as the image of an initial mesh
on the given physical domain. The finite element discretization of physical PDEs
on moving meshes is addressed. Numerical results are presented to demonstrate the
capability of the mesh movement strategy and ther -adaptive finite element method.
A fully developedr -adaptive finite element method can be expected to be ideally
suited to complement the currently popularh-pfinite element methods and to provide
increased reliability and efficiency for mesh adaptation.c© 1999 Academic Press

Key Words:moving mesh method; adaptive finite element method; unstructured
mesh adaptation.

1. INTRODUCTION

As is well known, adaptive techniques can greatly improve the accuracy and efficiency of
finite element methods (FEMs) for solving partial differential equations (PDEs) by concen-
trating the elements in regions where the solution changes rapidly. Adaptivity is particularly
advantageous when the region requiring high resolution consists of only a small fraction of
the entire domain. There are three main types of adaptive techniques for the finite element
method: (i) theh-method, which refines and coarsens the mesh locally according to certain
error indicators, (ii) thep-method, which selects the polynomial degree used in the finite
element approximation in each element according to the smoothness of the solutions, and
(iii) the r -method, ormoving mesh method, which relocates the element vertices (mesh
points) to concentrate them in the desired regions.

There have been extensive studies of theh andp methods, as well as their combination,
theh-p method, and they have proven to be successful for a wide variety of problems in
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computational mechanics and fluid dynamics. Ther -method has been less popular for the
finite element community. The main difficulty seems to be the lack of a reliable, efficient,
and general procedure to determine the mesh movement. Nevertheless, ther -method offers
features distinct from those of theh and p methods, viz., the mesh changes continuously,
making it easier to incorporate a time integrator, and the data structure is simpler, making it
easier to implement. These attractive features have of course been utilized in previous stud-
ies. Miller [22] first introduced moving FEMs, and for his approach both the moving mesh
and the numerical approximation of the physical solution are determined by minimizing
the residual of the PDEs over an enlarged trial subspace composed of the usual basis func-
tions and their derivatives. For steady state problems or problems leading to an equilibrium
state, this method can result in optimal solutions in certain norms for all possible choices
of the meshes with the connectivity fixed [21]. For some nonlinear convection diffusion
problems, this moving FEM has produced quite accurate solutions with very small numbers
of elements [8, 22]. However, since the minimization procedure can become degenerate,
its successful application requires the proper modulation of some penalty terms. Care must
also be taken to prevent mesh tangling [8]. In recent work, these deficiencies are remedied
to some extent by the local refinement technique. Similar ideas for determining the mesh
movement by minimizing the residuals are utilized by Baines [2].

There are several theoretical studies of the FEM for nonfixed meshes. For instance,
Dupont [10] obtained error estimates for the FEM using meshes changing with time (con-
tinuously or discontinuously). Bank and Santos [3] used the framework of space-time finite
element approximations with changing meshes and obtained a symmetric error estimate.
But in these analyses, no particular technique for moving the meshes is advocated.

Moving mesh methods have attracted considerable attention in the mesh generation
community, especially for the solution of aerodynamics problems using the finite differ-
ence method and structured grids. Several techniques for creating and relocating the meshes
have been advocated, perhaps most notably the method based upon solving elliptics PDEs
[4, 5, 26]. In recent work of Huang and Russell [17, 18], a moving mesh technique is
developed which determines the mesh movement by solving a system of parabolic equa-
tions called the moving mesh partial differential equations (MMPDEs). The basic idea of
the approach is to formulate the MMPDE as the gradient flow equation of a functional
which measures the approximation difficulty of the physical solution. Mesh adaptation to
the underlying physical solution, mesh alignment to some known vector fields, and mesh
orthogonality control are all taken into account in the definition of the mesh generation
functional. For structured grids, the finite difference discretization of the MMPDE pro-
duces quite satisfactory meshes which move smoothly in time and are concentrated in
regions where the solution changes rapidly.

In this paper, we describe anr -adaptive finite element method based upon the MMPDEs
developed in [17, 18]. The key to this application to unstructured mesh movement is to define
and compute the computational domain and computational mesh (see Section 4). Having
obtained the computational mesh, the adaptive finite element method involves solving the
MMPDE (based upon the numerical solution at the current time step) to obtain a mesh
at the next time level and then solving the physical PDE to produce the solution at the
new time level. To minimize the overhead involved in moving the mesh and to avoid the
possible introduction of singularity into the mesh by the numerical scheme, we use a finite
element method with linear basis functions for solving the MMPDE. The use of relatively
crude approximations to determine the mesh points is somewhat justified by a theoretical
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analysis like that of Babu˘ska and Rheinboldt [1]. Further, the finite element discretization
of the MMPDE enables us to use unstructured meshes, which is common in finite element
computations. With the mesh points computed from the MMPDE at the new time level, the
physical PDE can be discretized by the method of lines (MOL), i.e., by first discretizing
the physical PDE in the spatial direction with FEM to obtain an ODE system and then
integrating the system to obtain the numerical solution at the new time level.

An outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we present a brief description of
the formulation of the MMPDEs. A number of practical issues for the unstructured mesh
generation with MMPDEs, e.g., the choice of the computational domain and corresponding
computational meshes, are addressed in Section 3. Some numerical results are also pre-
sented in this section to demonstrate the ability of the mesh movement strategy. In Section 4
we describe how to discretize a physical PDE by the finite element method on (unstruc-
tured) moving meshes. In Section 5 we present several numerical examples to illustrate
the performance of the moving mesh technique and ther -adaptive finite element method.
Finally, Section 6 contains the conclusions.

2. FORMULATION OF MOVING MESH PDEs

In this section we briefly describe the moving mesh PDE approach introduced in [17]
for structured mesh movement. This MMPDE for a coordinate transformation between the
physical and computational domains is based upon the gradient flow equation of a functional
which measures the difficulty of spatial approximation of the physical problem.

We begin by describing a general functional form for steady state mesh generation and
adaptation. LetÄ⊂ R2 be an open domain where the physical problem is defined, and
letÄc⊂ R2 be an artificially chosen auxiliary domain which is used to compute adaptive
meshes inÄ. HereafterÄ andÄc are referred to as the physical and computational do-
mains, respectively, and the corresponding spatial coordinates are denoted byx= (x, y) and
ξ= (ξ, η). To construct a mesh onÄ, it suffices to define a one-to-one mappingx= x(ξ)
fromÄc ontoÄ, or equivalently its inverse mappingξ= ξ(x) fromÄ ontoÄc, and then to
define the mesh onÄ as the image of the mesh onÄc under the mappingx(ξ).

A widely used approach is to defineξ(x)as the minimizer of a certain quadratic functional
I [ξ] which addresses the desired mesh adaptation properties [4, 26, 28]. Generally,I [ξ] is
of the form

I [ξ] = 1

2

∫
Ä

(∇ξT G−1∇ξ +∇ηT G−1∇η) dx, (1)

where∇ = (∂/∂x, ∂/∂y)T and G is a 2× 2 symmetric positive definite matrix, usually
referred to as themonitor function. There are a number of practical considerations when
definingG, e.g., the mesh should concentrate at certain corners and edges ofÄ or at certain
regions, where high resolution of the numerical solution is required, and the mesh can
be required to align to some directions. To defineG satisfying these requirements, it is
convenient to use its eigen-decomposition form

G = λ1v1vT
1 + λ2v2vT

2, (2)

wherev1, v2 are normalized eigenvectors andλ1, λ2 the corresponding eigenvalues. It is
generally difficult to predict the precise mesh behavior from a given monitor function. Our
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previous study [6] reveals that if the mesh onÄc is uniformly distributed, then the adaptive
mesh generated by minimizingI [ξ] tends to be concentrated in regions whereλ1 andλ2

change significantly. A general guideline is also given in [6] for choosing the monitor
function. For instance, a typical choice is

v1 = ∇u/|∇u|, v2 = v⊥1 ,
(3)

λ1 =
√

1+ |∇u|2

when it is desired to have the mesh dense in regions where the physical solutionu(x) changes
rapidly. The eigenvalueλ2 can generally be chosen as a function ofλ1. In particular, the
choice ofλ2= λ1, which leads toG= λ1I , corresponds to Winslow’s well-known functional
[29]; the choiceλ2= 1/λ1, which givesG=M/

√
det(M), whereM = I + (∇u)(∇u)T,

corresponds to the method based upon harmonic mapping [11], while the caseλ2= 1 gives
G= (1+ (∇u)(∇u)T )1/2, which is a generalization of the arc-length monitor function used
in one dimension [19]. The effects of these different types of monitor functions are studied
in [6].

GivenG, the mappingξ(x) is determined from the Euler–Lagrange equation

∇(G−1∇ξ) = 0. (4)

In actual computation, we solve forx(ξ), the inverse mapping ofξ(x), because it directly
defines the mesh onÄ. Using the coordinate transformation relations

∇ξ = 1

J

(
yη
−xη

)
, ∇η = 1

J

(−yξ
xξ

)
, (5)

whereJ= xξ yη − yξ xη is the Jacobian ofx(ξ), (4) can be expressed as

∂

∂ξ

(
xT
ηGxη
Jg

)
− ∂

∂η

(
xT
ξ Gxη
Jg

)
= 0,

− ∂

∂ξ

(
xT
ηGxξ
Jg

)
+ ∂

∂η

(
xT
ξ Gxξ
Jg

)
= 0,

(6)

whereg= det(G).
We consider now mesh movement for time dependent problems. To formulate the mesh

equation which moves the mesh smoothly while adapting to the physical solutionu= u(x, t)
at all time levels, Huang and Russell [17, 18] use the gradient flow equation of functional
I [ξ]. More specifically, the MMPDE is defined for the mappingξ= ξ(x, t) as

∂ξ

∂t
= 1

τ
√

g
∇(G−1∇ξ), (7)

whereτ >0 is a time smoothing parameter. For smallτ , the mesh adapts more quickly to
the monitor function at each time level, and for largeτ the mesh moves more smoothly with
time.

Once again it is more convenient to work withx(ξ, t). Noting that

∂ f

∂t

∣∣∣∣
fixed x

= ∂ f

∂t

∣∣∣∣
fixed ξ

−∇ f · ∂x
∂t
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for an arbitrary functionf , we can rewrite (7) as

∂x
∂t
= − xξ

τ J
√

g

{
∂

∂ξ

(
xT
ηGxη
Jg

)
− ∂

∂η

(
xT
ξ Gxη
Jg

)}

− xη
τ J
√

g

{
− ∂

∂ξ

(
xT
ηGxξ
Jg

)
+ ∂

∂η

(
xT
ξ Gxξ
Jg

)}
. (8)

This is our basic moving mesh PDE. By solving it numerically, a mesh can be obtained
which adapts to the monitor function from one time level to the next. Equation (8) has a
more convenient explicit parabolic form,

∂x
∂t
= Axξξ + Bxξη + Cxηη + Dxξ + Exη, (9)

where the coefficients are given as

A = 1

τ J3g3/2

{−(xT
ηGxη

)
xξxT

ηS+ JxηxT
ηG+ (xT

ηGxξ
)
xηxT

ηS
}
,

B = 1

τ J3g3/2

{(
xT
ηGxη

)
xξxT

ξ S− JxξxT
ηG+ (xT

ξ Gxη
)
xξxT

ηS
}

+ 1

τ J3g3/2

{−(xT
ξ Gxξ

)
xηxT

ηS− JxηxT
ξ G− (xT

ηGxξ
)
xηxT

ξ S
}
,

C = 1

τ J3g3/2

{(
xT
ξ Gxξ

)
xηxT

ξ S+ JxξxT
ξ G− (xT

ξ Gxη
)
xξxT

ξ S
}
,

D = 1

τ J2g1/2

{
−xT

η

∂

∂ξ

(
G

g

)
xη + xT

ξ

∂

∂η

(
G

g

)
xη

}
,

E = 1

τ J2g1/2

{
xT
η

∂

∂ξ

(
G

g

)
xξ − xT

ξ

∂

∂η

(
G

g

)
xξ

}
,

(10)

andS= [ 0 1
−1 0].

To completely specify the coordinate transformation, the MMPDE must be supplemented
with suitable boundary conditions. This is trivial in the case where the grid points are
held fixed on the boundary. To let the grids move on the boundary, a natural choice is to
impose homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions; however, our numerical experience
has shown that this choice is not very robust and often produces a nonsmooth grid. We instead
take Dirichlet boundary conditions determined from the solution of a one-dimensional
MMPDE. More precisely, given a boundary segment0 of ∂Ä, let0c be the corresponding
boundary segment of∂Äc. Denoting bys the arc-length from a point on0 to one of its end
points and byζ the arc-length from a point on0c to one of its end points, we can identify0
with I = (0, `) and0c with Ic= (0, `c). Then the mesh on0 is determined by the boundary
definition and the solutions(ζ, t) of the one-dimensional MMPDE,

∂s

∂t
+ 1

τb

∂

∂ζ

(
1

M(s, t)(∂s/∂ζ )

)
= 0, ζ ∈ (0, `c),

s(0) = 0, s(`c) = `,
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whereτb is a parameter determining the strength of the temporal smoothing for the moving
grids on boundaries. In general it may take the same value as theτ in (8). M is a one-
dimensional arc-length monitor function chosen as the projection of the two-dimensional
monitor functionG along the boundary; i.e., ifsis the unit tangent vector along the boundary
thenM(ζ, t)= sTGs. This is similar to MMPDE5 in [19].

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF UNSTRUCTURED MESH MOVEMENT

We have seen in the previous section that the MMPDE is formulated in terms of the co-
ordinate transformationx(ξ). As is the case for other coordinate transformation approaches
for mesh generation and adaptation, the definition of a computational domainÄc and a cor-
responding computational meshÄh

c must be done initially. However, there is an essential
difference in how this is done in the cases of structured and unstructured grids.

For the case of structured grids, it is common practice to chooseÄc as a simple geometry,
typically a square, and to chooseÄh

c to be a uniform mesh onÄc. The adaptive mesh on
the physical domainÄ is then determined by solving the mesh equation (6) or (9). Due
to the simple structure ofÄc andÄh

c , this approach is too restrictive when the shape of
Ä is relatively complicated. This limitation can sometimes be dealt with by a multiblock
approach, whereÄ is broken up into a number of simply shaped subregions, andÄc is
mapped onto each of these subregions individually, e.g., as in [26].

In contrast, for the unstructured grid case, it is typical to generate first an initial mesh
Ǟh(0) over the physical domainÄ, by one of various mesh generators such as a Delaunay
triangulation in the finite element context. (The shape ofÄ itself poses little difficulty in
generatingǞh(0) compatible with the domain geometry. Indeed, one of the major reasons
for the wide-spread use of FEM is their ability to deal with complicated solution domains
in such a way.) The computational domainÄc and computational meshÄh

c should then be
defined and computed in accordance withÄ andǞh(0).

The choice ofÄc can be quite arbitrary. The basic guideline is to chooseÄc such that
(6) defines a one-to-one mapping betweenÄ andÄc. Unfortunately, for a general monitor
functionG, there are no obvious conditions onÄc which guarantee that a unique solution to
(6) exists and defines a one-to-one mapping betweenÄ andÄc. An exceptional case is for
a harmonic mapping. Then ifÄc is convex and the mapping from∂Ä to ∂Äc is smooth, it
follows from the theory of harmonic mappings that the solution to (6) is unique and defines
a one-to-one mapping betweenÄ andÄc [11, 16]. Lack of convexity ofÄc may result in a
degenerate mapping and mesh crossing. Thus, we recommend thatÄc be taken as a convex
domain. IfÄ is convex itself, one may simply takeÄc=Ä.

OnceÄc is selected, one way to define anÄh
c to have the same mesh topology asÄh(0)

is to first specify a correspondence between the boundaries∂Ä and∂Äc by a mappingφ(x)
and then letÄh

c be the image of̄Äh(0) under the mappinḡξ(x) satisfying

∇2ξ̄ = 0, in Ä,

ξ̄(x) = φ(x), on ∂Ä.
(11)

The above Laplace equations can be solved numerically by, e.g., the finite element method.
OnceÄh

c is obtained, the initial adaptive meshÄh(0) can be computed as the numerical
solution of (6) onÄh

c .
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FIG. 1. Meshes are plotted for Example 3.1: (a) initial meshǞh(0) on physical domain; (b) computational
meshÄh

c obtained by solving (11); (c) initial adaptive meshÄh(0) obtained by solving (6).

EXAMPLE 3.1. The above mesh generation procedure is applied on the L-shape domain
(0, 1)×(0, 1

2)∪ (0, 1
2)×( 1

2, 1). The initial mesh̄Äh(0) is as shown in Fig. 1a.Äc is chosen to
be a hexagon and the boundary correspondence is defined using piecewise linear functions.
The obtained computational meshÄh

c is shown in Fig. 1b. Note that the mesh topologies in
Ä andÄc are identical. Finally, we solve (6) with the artificially chosen monitor function
G= (1+10 sech(50(x+ y− 1

2))I to get an initial adaptive meshÄh(0) as shown in Fig. 1c.

Numerical solution of the MMPDE involves discretization in both the spatial and tempo-
ral directions. In the spatial direction, we use a standard linear finite element method; viz.,
we seek the approximate solution in the space of continuous piecewise linear polynomials
Sh(Äc). For discretization in the temporal direction, we use the backward Euler formula at
the time levels 0= t0< t1< · · ·< tn< · · ·. To avoid solving the nonlinear algebraic equa-
tions, the MMPDE (9) is linearized with the coefficientsA, B, C, D, andE calculated at
time tn. The full discretization of the MMPDE is then given as

Findx(tn+1) ∈ Sh(Äc) such that

(xt (tn), v)+
(
xξ (tn+1),

(
A(tn)

Tv
)
ξ

)+ (xη(tn+1),
(
C(tn)

Tv
)
η

)+ 1

2

[(
xξ (tn+1),

(
B(tn)

Tv
)
η

)
+ (xη(tn+1),

(
B(tn)

Tv
)
ξ

)]− (D(tn)xξ (tn+1)+ E(tn)xη(tn+1), v) = 0 ∀v ∈ Sh
0(Äc),

(12)

where(·, ·) stands for the inner product inL2(Äc), Sh
0(Äc) is the subspace ofSh(Äc) consist-

ing of functions which vanish on∂Äc,

xt (tn) = x(tn+1)− x(tn)
tn+1− tn

,

and A(tn), B(tn),C(tn), D(tn), and E(tn) are calculated usingx(tn). The resulting linear
system forx(tn+1) is solved using the iterative method BiCGStab2 [14, 27] withx(tn) as
the initial approximation. For all numerical results which follow, the iteration is continued
until the mean square root of the residual is less than 10−8.

Unlike in the structured grid case, both the initial meshǞh(0) and the computational
meshÄh

c are, in general, nonuniform. The effects of this initial nonuniformity on subsequent
meshes generated by (6) or (9) are very complicated, and it is not our intention to study
them here. However, it is interesting to analyze the one-dimensional case, for which the
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effects of nonuniformity can be seen more clearly, partly because the boundary effect does
not complicate matters.

For this, suppose that we are given the physical and computational domainsÄ=Äc=
[0, 1], a monitor functionM , and an initial nonuniform mesh̄Äh(0). Formally speaking,
this mesh can be regarded as the image of a uniform computational mesh under a mapping
x̄= x̄(ξ). Following the strategy discussed above, a nonuniform computational meshÄh

c

(its coordinate denoted bȳξ ) is defined by solving a one-dimensional version of (11), viz.,

d2ξ̄

dx̄2
= 0, ξ̄ (0) = 0, ξ̄ (1) = 1. (13)

(SinceÄ=Äc, the solution of (13) is the identity map̄ξ = x̄.) The initial adaptive mesh
Äh(0) is determined by the equidistribution principle (i.e., the one-dimensional version of
(6) [19]),

d

dξ̄

(
1

M(dx/dξ̄ )

)
= 0, ξ̄ (0) = 0, ξ̄ (1) = 1, (14)

or equivalently,

M
dx

dξ̄
= C (15)

for suitable constantC [19]. Sincex̄ = ξ̄ , (15) becomes

M
dx

dx̄
= C (16)

or

M

(dx̄/dξ)

dx

dξ
= C. (17)

We conclude that the initial adaptive mesh can be interpreted as arising from using a uniform
computational grid and equidistributing the modified monitor functionM̃ =M/(dx̄/dξ).
From the form ofM̃ , we see that there is the propensity for the initial adaptive mesh to be
concentrated in the same regions as the initial meshǞh(0).

To illustrate the effects of the choices of the computational domain and the initial mesh,
we present in the following some numerical examples for which the adaptation functions
are given.

EXAMPLE 3.2. In this example, the L-shape domain from Example 3.1 is used again to
study the effects that different choices of the computational domainÄc have on the initial
adaptive mesh.̄Äh(0) is taken to be a uniform triangulation, as shown in Fig. 2a. We choose
the different computational domains as the convex polygons having three, four, five, and
six sides and the unit circle. The mesh for eachÄc obtained by solving (11) is plotted in
Figs. 2b1–b5. Note that the mapping betweenÄ andÄc is not regular at certain corner
points, and in cases (b1), (b2), and (b5) the meshes in the computational domain are highly
irregular (the smallest angles in some elements are almost zero). Nevertheless, we experience
no difficulty in generating the adaptive meshes for a monitor function of Winslow’s type and
adaptation functionu(x)= 1/(1+ exp(100(x + y− 1/2))); moreover, the initial adaptive
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FIG. 2. Meshes are shown for Example 3.2: (a) the original mesh; (b) computational domains and their
meshes; (c) adaptive meshes.

meshesÄh(0) are almost the same for these very different choices ofÄc (see Figs. 2c1–c5).
This example suggests that the adaptive mesh is relatively insensitive to the choice ofÄc.
However, the adaptive mesh generation and movement techniques are clearly not applicable
if the mapping betweenÄ andÄc actually results in degenerate elements inÄc.

EXAMPLE 3.3. The performance of the moving mesh technique is examined for the
case of a solution domain with very rough boundaries. The adaptation function is chosen as
u(x, t)= tanh(50(x− t)). An unstructured grid as shown in Fig. 3a is initially generated with
the Delaunay mesh triangulatorTriangledeveloped in [25]. We choose the computational
domain as a convex polygon having the same number of boundary segments asÄ and
use a monitor function of Winslow’s type in (9). The resulting moving mesh is shown in
Fig. 3 for various times. One can see that the generated mesh is satisfactory in the sense
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FIG. 3. An adaptive mesh is plotted att = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 for Example 3.3.

that it conforms very well to the adaptation function. However, one can also see from the
picture that elements near the rough boundary can sometimes become very skew. Although
a straightforward application of the moving mesh technique does work here, for general
nonconvex domains there is no theoretical guarantee for the existence and invertibility of the
continuous and/or discrete mapping betweenÄc andÄ generated with the mesh movement
strategy. WhenÄ is a nonconvex region with corners, it can be important to use smaller time
steps when the wave front reaches corners, to use finer meshes around corners to reduce the
numerical errors, or to use local refinement to change the topology of the mesh to eliminate
the singular elements. Application of the mesh movement strategy for general nonconvex
domains is certainly an area demanding further investigation.

EXAMPLE 3.4. In this example, we test the moving mesh method for the case whereÄ

is multiconnected. The solution domain, shown in Fig. 4a, is a typical one for an airfoil
analysis problem. The initial mesh̄Äh(0) is again obtained by the Delaunay triangulator
with weighted area constraints. We chooseÄ=Äc andǞh(0)=Äh

c for this example. The
adaptation functionu(x, t)= tanh(50(3x− |y| − t)) is used to simulate a moving shock
wave. The moving meshes at three different times are plotted in Figs. 4b, c, and d. Note that
the moving mesh method produces satisfactory adaptive meshes even though for this case
the physical and computational domains are multiconnected. Also, observe that the initial
mesh concentration around the solid surface of the airfoil is maintained by the adaptive
meshes, a feature anticipated in our analysis.

In summary, the unstructured mesh movement strategy developed in this section has been
seen to work satisfactorily in a variety of circumstances. The numerical results indicate that
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FIG. 4. An adaptive mesh is depicted att = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 for Example 3.4.

the adaptive meshÄh(0) is relatively insensitive to the choice of the computational domain.
Nevertheless, we recommend thatÄc should generally be chosen to be convex and to have
the same number of boundary segments asÄ in order to avoid introducing degenerate
elements in the computational mesh.

4. r-ADAPTIVE FEM FOR PHYSICAL PDEs

We consider now the finite element method for numerically solving time dependent PDEs
on moving meshes. Specifically, consider the time dependent PDE

∂U

∂t
(t)+ LU (t) = 0 inÄ× (0, T ], (18)

whereÄ is an open bounded domain inR2, the solutionU (t) lies in a function spaceH(Ä),
andL is a spatial differentiation operator. The system, supplemented with suitable initial
and boundary conditions, is assumed to be well-posed.

Assume that [0, T ] is partitioned into time levels 0= t0< t1< · · · < tN = T and that at
time leveltn a meshÄh(tn) onÄ and the numerical solutionu(tn) (approximatingU (tn))
are given. In order to compute the numerical solutionu(tn+1) at the next time level, we
first use the moving mesh method described in the previous sections to determine a mesh
Äh(tn+1) onÄ. Recall that for the moving mesh method, the connectivity ofÄh(tn+1) is
the same as that ofÄh(tn). Thus, each elementK (tn+1) of Äh(tn+1) corresponds uniquely
to an elementK (tn) ofÄ(tn). LetFK (tn) be the affine map fromK (tn) to K (tn+1). For any
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point x̃ ∈ K (tn), define

x(x̃, t) = t − tn
tn+1− tn

FK (tn)(x̃)+ tn+1− t

tn+1− tn
x̃

and fort ∈ (tn, tn+1),

K (t) = {x(x̃, t) | ∀x̃ ∈ K (tn)}.

Clearly,{K (t)} defines a meshÄh(t) onÄ. For each elementK (t), let K̂ be the standard
element, i.e.,K̂ is the unit square ifK (t) is quadrilateral, or the unit right triangle ifK (t)
is triangular. Denote the affine map from̂K to K (t) by FK (t) and the corresponding approx-
imation space at timet as

Sh(t) = {v ∈ H(Ä) | v|K (t) ◦ FK (t) ∈ P(K̂ ) ∀K (t) ∈ Äh(t)
}
,

whereP(K̂ ) is a given set of polynomials on̂K—in our case the set of linear functions.
If {φ̂ i (x̂)} is a standard basis forP(K̂ ), then{φ j (x, t)}, where for eachj, φ j (x, t)|K (t)=
φ̂i (F

−1
K (t)(x)) for somei , is a basis of the spaceSh(t) on K (t). We have

∂φ j

∂t
= ∇x̂φ̂i · ∂ x̂

∂t
=
([

∂x
∂ x̂

]T

∇xφ j

)
· ∂ x̂
∂t
= ∇xφ j ·

(
∂x
∂ x̂
∂ x̂
∂t

)

and

0= ∂x
∂t
+ ∂x
∂ x̂
∂ x̂
∂t
,

where∇x̂ is the gradient operator with respect to the coordinatex̂ in the standard element
and∂ x̂/∂x is the inverse of the Jacobian of the affine mappingFK (t). Hence,

∂φ j

∂t
= −∂x

∂t
· ∇xφ j . (19)

For anyv(t)∈Sh(t) having the representation

v(x, t) =
∑

j

v j (t)φ j (x, t),

it follows from (19) that

∂v(x, t)
∂t

=
∑

j

dv j

dt
(t)φ j (x, t)−

[
∂x
∂t
· ∇x

]
v(x, t).

The semi-discrete finite element approximation for (18) thus involves findingu(x, t)∈
Sh(t) for t ∈ (tn, tn+1] such that

∫
Ä

{∑
i

duj

dt
(t)φ j (x, t)−

[
∂x
∂t
· ∇x

]
u(x, t)+ Lu(x, t)

}
v dx = 0 ∀v ∈ Sh

0 (t), (20)
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whereSh
0 (t) is the subspace ofSh(t) consisting of functions vanishing on the part of∂Ä

where essential boundary conditions are imposed. IfJ is the set of indices corresponding
to the mesh points andJ0 is the subset ofJ excluding those corresponding to Dirichlet
boundary conditions, thenSh

0 (t) can be expressed asSh
0 (t)= span{φ j (x, t) | j ∈J0}, and

(20) can be written as a system of ODEs

M(t)
du
dt
= F(t, u), (21)

whereu= (ui )i∈J0 is the unknown vector,M(t)= (mi j (t))i, j∈J0 is the mass matrix,F=
(Fi )i∈J0 is the load vector, and

mi j (t) =
∫
Ä

φi (x, t)φ j (x, t) dx,

Fi = Fi (t, u) =
∫
Ä

(
−Lu(x, t)+

[
∂x
∂t
· ∇x

]
u(x, t)−

∑
j∈J \J0

duj

dt
(t)φ j (x, t)

)
φi dx.

Except for the mesh movement portion, this procedure is simply the method of lines
approach on moving (“quasi-Lagrangian”) coordinates. With a suitably chosen time inte-
grator, the approximation to the solution at timetn+1 can be obtained straightforwardly by
integrating (21). While in principle any type of time integrator can be used to solve (21),
for our numerical examples in the next section we choose a two-stage (second-order) singly
diagonal implicit Runge–Kutta method (SDIRK) for its relative efficiency and favourable
stability properties. The time step sizeδt is either fixed or adaptively selected with the help
of an embedding scheme (see [15] for details). The resulting nonlinear algebraic system is
iteratively solved using BiCGStab2 [14, 27] until the mean square root of the residual is
less than 10−8.

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we present some numerical examples to demonstrate the performance of
ther -adaptive FEM for solving time-dependent PDEs.

EXAMPLE 5.1. Consider the wave equation,

∂U

∂t
− y

∂U

∂x
+ x

∂U

∂y
= 0,

on the unit circle with initial value

U (x, 0) =


1− 16

((
x − 1

2

)2+ 3
2 y2
)
, if

(
x − 1

2

)2+ 3
2 y2< 1

16,

1− 16
((

x + 1
2

)2+ 3
2 y2
)
, if

(
x + 1

2

)2+ 3
2 y2 < 1

16,

0, elsewhere.

Note that there are no boundary conditions needed for this problem since the boundary
is in a characteristic direction of the PDE. The solution possesses a twin peak (of fixed
shape) rotating counterclockwise around the origin. A linear finite element discretization
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FIG. 5. A moving mesh is shown att = 0, π/2, π,3π/2 for the wave equation.

based upon moving meshes as described in Section 4 is applied. The initial mesh is obtained
from a quasi-uniform triangulation with 1536 elements. A fixed time step sizeδt = 0.005
is used for the integration of the physical PDE. For mesh movement, the monitor function
is calculated from (3) withλ2= λ1 (Winslow’s type) using the numerical solution, and
the time smoothing parameterτ is taken to be 10−1. The grid points on the boundary
are kept fixed. The resulting mesh is showed in Fig. 5 for various times. For comparison
purposes, we solve this problem using both fixed and moving meshes. The error with the
moving mesh is found to be about 2/3 of that with the fixed mesh, so the improvement
using moving meshes is not particularly significant for this example. This is because the
solution is relatively smooth and high accuracy can be obtained on a relatively coarse
uniform mesh. Nevertheless, the problem is a serious test for mesh movement strategies.
Indeed, many existing moving mesh techniques produce meshes with points sticking to
the rotating peaks, causing the mesh to become increasingly skew until the computation
eventually breaks down [2, 9, 30]. From Fig. 5, it is clear that our moving mesh method has
no such difficulty, and the mesh adapts extremely well to the solution without producing
skew elements.

EXAMPLE 5.2. Our second example is Burgers’ equation

∂U

∂t
= a∇2U +UUx +UUy (22)

defined on the domainÄ= (0, 1) × (0, 1). The Dirichlet boundary and initial conditions
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FIG. 6. The L1 errors in time of the linear finite element solutions for Example 5.2 are obtained with fixed
and moving meshes of various numbers of elements.

are chosen such that the exact solution to the underlying problem isU (x, y, t)= 1/(1+
exp((x + y− t)/(2a)). We test our moving finite element method for the casea= 0.005.
The smallera is, the more convection dominates and the higher the concentration of mesh
points required around the wave front.

The monitor function and the time smoothing parameter are defined in the same way as in
Example 5.1. A fixed time step size 0.001 is used for the time integration of the ODE system
(21). To examine the accuracy of the finite element solver, we first solve (22) using fixed,
uniform meshes with 512, 2048, and 8192 triangular elements (i.e., we successively reduce
the element diameter by a factor of1

2). TheL1 errors are plotted in Fig. 6. As expected for the
linear FEM, the error drops quadratically as the element diameter decreases. We then use the
finite element solver (for the same parameter settings) on moving meshes of 512 and 2048
triangular elements. For the 2048 element case, the obtained moving mesh is plotted in Fig. 7
for four time levels. For the same number of elements, theL1-error of the finite element
solution with a moving mesh is about 1/5 of that with a fixed mesh (see Fig. 6). Furthermore,
without resorting to any upwinding treatment, the oscillations in front of and behind the
steep solution front, which are typical for the finite element discretization of convection
dominated problems, are essentially eliminated through the use of the moving meshes.

EXAMPLE 5.3. The moving finite element method is now applied to a few more practical
problems, for which the analytical solutions are not available. The first of these problems
describes the buoyancy-driven horizontal spreading of heat and chemical species through
a fluid-saturated porous medium. Consider the two-dimensional porous medium region
sketched in Fig. 8. The boundary of the region is assumed to be adiabatic and impermeable.
The fluid which saturates the porous medium is initially of different degrees of temperature
and concentration of a certain constituent. At the beginning, the warm fluid on the left side
of the domain has a less pronounced vertical gradient of hydrostatic pressure than the cold
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FIG. 7. A typical moving mesh of 2048 triangular elements for Example 5.2 is shown att = 0.5, 0.75,
1.0, 1.25.

fluid on the right side. This horizontal difference of pressure will start to push the cold fluid
to the left side at the bottom and the warm fluid to the right side at the top. This keeps the
fluid convecting until the cold fluid rests under the warm one. Meanwhile, the diffusion
effect will gradually smooth out the temperature and concentration differences between the
initially cold and warm fluids. If the Rayleigh number is large enough, a thin layer of large
variation of temperature and concentration will keep existing until the warm fluid settles
completely on top of the cold one and eventually the temperature and concentration become
uniform in the whole fluid.

Using Darcy’s law and the homogeneous porous medium model, the conservations for
mass, momentum, energy, and the constituent give rise to the system [24]:

−∇2ψ = Ra

(
∂T

∂x
+ N

∂C

∂x

)
,

∂T

∂t
+ ∂(T, ψ)
∂(x, y)

= ∇2T,

φ

σ

∂C

∂t
+ ∂(C, ψ)
∂(x, y)

= 1

Le
∇2C,

(23)

whereψ is the stream function of the flow,T is the temperature,C is the concentration of
the constituent, Ra is the Darcy-modified Rayleigh number,N is the buoyancy ratio, Le is
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FIG. 8. The contour plot of the computed temperatureT (where the white represents 1 and black represents
0) and the corresponding moving mesh are depicted at various times for Example 5.3.

the Lewis number,φ is the porosity ratio,σ is the heat capacity ratio, and∂( f, g)/∂(x, y)=
(∂ f/∂x)(∂g/∂y)− (∂ f/∂y)(∂g/∂x) for two arbitrary functionsf and g. The initial and
boundary conditions are

ψ |t=0 = 0,

T |t=0 = C|t=0 =
{

1, for x ≤ 1
2,

0, for x> 1
2,

(24)
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and

ψ |∂Ä = 0, for t > 0,

∂T

∂n

∣∣∣∣
∂Ä

= ∂C

∂n

∣∣∣∣
∂Ä

= 0, for t > 0,
(25)

wheren denotes the unit outward normal to the boundary∂Ä.
We simulate this phenomenon for the case of a large Rayleigh number, Ra= 1000. Other

parameters in (23) areN= 0, Le= 1, andφ/σ = 1. The solution domain is initially parti-
tioned using the Delaunay triangulatorTriangleinto 3833 elements. For mesh movement we
use the monitor functionG=

√
1+ |∇T |2I and the time smoothing parameterτ = 10−2.

The ODE system resulting from the linear finite element discretization of the PDEs is in-
tegrated using a dynamical time step size selection procedure with error tolerance 10−5.
The results are shown in Fig. 8. It is clear that the mesh adapts well to the temperature and
follows successfully the motion of the thin layer of large temperature and concentration
variation. While the variation in temperature and concentration is gradually smoothed out
by diffusion, the mesh is also becoming more uniform.

EXAMPLE 5.4. Our next example is a combustion problem considered in [17, 23]. The
mathematical model is a system of coupled nonlinear reaction–diffusion equations

∂u

∂t
−∇2u = − R

αδ
u eδ(1−1/T),

∂T

∂t
− 1

Le
∇2T = R

δ Le
u eδ(1−1/T),

(26)

whereu andT represent the dimensionless concentration and temperature of a chemical
which is undertaking a one-step reaction. We consider theJ-shape solution domain shown
in Fig. 9. The initial and boundary conditions are

u|t=0 = T |t=0 = 1, in Ä,

u|∂Ä = T |∂Ä = 1, for t > 0,
(27)

and the physical parameters are set to be Le= 0.9, α= 1, δ= 20, andR= 5.
The solution of this problem features a temperature that initially increases slowly from

unity, forming a hot spot at the center of the right rectangular region, and then quickly
jumping to approximately 1+ α there. A sharp flame front is developed and propagates
towards the boundary of the right rectangular region. Shortly after the flame front passes
through the bridge in the middle ofÄ and enters into the left rectangular region, another hot
spot is formed in the left region. Then the left flame front expands and joins the right one
to move to the boundary ofÄ, where it eventually settles due to the boundary conditions.

We start with an initial mesh consisting of 3293 quasi-uniform triangular elements. The
monitor functionG is defined as

√——————————————————

1+ 1
2|∇T |2I , to give higher mesh concentration in the

flame front regions. The scaling factor1
2 is used to avoid excessive mesh concentration

in regions of large|∇T |. This is equivalent to the use of Winslow’s monitor function in (3)
with a scaled adaptation function(1/

√
2)T . The time-smoothing parameterτ and the time

integrator for the physical ODE system are chosen as in the previous example. Figures 9
and 10 show the contour plot of the computed temperature and the moving mesh at different
time levels. Once again, the moving mesh captures the solution features very well.
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FIG. 9. The contour plot of the temperatureT (where white represents 2.2 and black represents 1) and the
moving mesh for Example 5.4 are shown at various times.

EXAMPLE 5.5. Finally, we apply the moving finite element method to the problem of
fluid flow past a cylinder.

Letψ andω be the stream function and vorticity, respectively. The motion of the incom-
pressible fluid is governed by the PDEs

∂ω

∂t
+ ∂(ω,ψ)
∂(x, y)

− 2

Re
∇2ω = 0,

−∇2ψ = ω,
(28)
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FIG. 10. Continued from Fig. 9.

with the Reynolds number being defined as Re= 2U∞a/ν, whereU∞ is the speed of free
flow in the far field,a is the radius of the cylinder, andν is the viscosity.

For numerical computation, we takea= 1 andU∞= 1 and truncate the infinite domain
outside the cylinder at a circle with radiusr∞= 20. On the surface of the cylinder, the
nonslip boundary condition is applied, i.e.,

ψ = 0,
∂ψ

∂n
= 0.

At the outer boundaryr = r∞, we choose the Dirichlet conditions

ψ = y, ω = 0.
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The weak formulation of (28) is used to form the finite element discretization. More
precisely, a weak solution(ω,ψ) ∈ Sω × Sψ is sought to satisfy(

∂ω

∂t
, φ

)
−
(
ω,
∂(φ,ψ)

∂(x, y)

)
+ 2

Re
(∇ω,∇φ) = 0 ∀φ ∈ Wψ,

(∇ψ,∇φ)− (ω, φ) = 0 ∀φ ∈ Wω,

(29)

whereWψ,Wω, Sψ, Sω are suitable functional spaces (see [13] for details). Since our main
concern in the present study is the steady state solution, a simple implicit Euler method
is used for the time discretization of (29), with the nonlinear term approximated semi-
implicitly by (ω(tn+1), ∂(φ, ψ(tn))/∂(x, y)). The resulting linear system of equations at
each time level is then solved by the BiCGStab2 method.

For mesh adaptation, there are a number of possible choices for the monitor function,
depending upon where the mesh concentration is desired. We have used two different
choices. One is based upon vorticity, i.e.,G=

√
1+ |ω|4I . This choice gives higher mesh

concentration in regions where the vorticity is large (see [6]). Another choice is based
upon the stream function, viz.,G=

√
1+ 1/(ε + |ψ |)(1+ e1−x)I with ε >0. This choice

gives larger eigenvalues ofG around the stream lineψ = 0 behind the cylinder, and thus
a high mesh concentration there for smallε. We chooseε= 0.01, although we have not
had sufficient experience to comment on what range of values ofε would be suitable in
general. The motivation for using the second type of monitor function is that for the current
flow problem the regions enclosed by certain streamlines contain the most interesting fine
structures of the flow which require higher resolution. This choice has advantages if these
fine structures are of primary concern.

The adaptive meshes and the contour plots of the vorticity and stream functions obtained
with the corresponding choices of the monitor function are shown in Fig. 11 for the case
Re= 20. Since the adaptive meshes are fairly fine around the cylinder in both cases, the
solution profiles obtained are nearly indistinguishable. However, the meshes resulting from
the two monitor functions do achieve our respective goals of having higher concentration
around the regions of large vorticity or aroundψ = 0. If a primary concern were the fine
flow structures past the cylinder, then the better resolution from the second type of monitor
function would be desirable. The standard benchmarking quantities for this problem are the
lift and drag coefficients. Our results for these coefficients agree well with those reported
in [12, 20] for Reynolds numbers in the range Re< 45, for which the solution approaches
a steady state and the comparison is thus meaningful.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In the previous sections we have presented anr -adaptive finite element method for solving
time-dependent PDEs. The distinguishing features of the method are that the underlying
mesh is unstructured and that the mesh movement for the FEM is done using MMPDEs
developed in [17]. The first makes the method very general—it can be applied to many
practical problems with complicated domains. The second feature facilitates smooth mesh
evolution in time, which is needed to preserve stability of the method.

A key to the use of MMPDEs for unstructured mesh movement is to initially define the
computational domainÄc and to compute the computational meshÄh

c . Unlike in the case
of structured mesh movement,Äc andÄh

c cannot now be chosen simply to be a square and
a uniform rectangular mesh, respectively. Instead, they must be defined and computed in
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FIG. 11. The adaptive mesh, vorticity, and stream lines for Example 5.5 with Re= 20. The pictures
on the left are results obtained withG=

√
1+ |ω|4 I and those on the right side obtained withG=√

1+ 1/(0.01+ |ψ |)(1+ e1−x)I .

conjunction withÄ and the given mesh̄Äh(0). A detailed discussion of this issue is given in
Section 3, as well as some illustrative numerical results. It is shown that the resulting initial
adaptive meshÄh(0) is insensitive to the choice of the computational domain. Nevertheless,
we recommend thatÄc should generally be chosen to be convex and to have the same
number of boundary segments asÄ in order to avoid introducing degenerate elements in
the computational mesh. Furthermore, analysis and numerical results show thatÄh(0) has
the propensity to concentrate the points in the same regions as the initial meshǞh(0).

The FEM discretization of physical PDEs has some special features caused by mesh
movement on an unstructured grid, and these are discussed in Section 4. While the nu-
merical examples which follow show the versatility of our moving FEM, there are several
limitations, perhaps the most significant being that there is currently not the capability
to do error estimation nor to add or remove grid points (viz.,h-refinement). As a result,
if a solution has several distinct qualitative features of interest (as in the last example,
where mesh concentration can be desired around the front of the cylinder and where vortex
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shedding occurs in the back), then selecting a monitor function which properly balances
these two concerns is very difficult. Nevertheless, thisr -method should ideally comple-
ment the currently popularh-p FEM approach, and one of our next goals is to improve the
efficiency of this latter approach by providing it with the moving mesh capability.
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